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ABSTRACT 
The growth of self-service pre-packaged meat merchandising in 
the United States has been phenomenal since World War II. Five 
years ago there was but one single store in Missouri in which pre-
packaged fresh meat could be bought. Today, there are more than 75. 
The story is much the same throughout the United States with 5400 
such stores now operating. 
Such a change in merchandising fresh meats from the old "butcher" 
type of market has brought with it problems of ml!rchandising and 
mixed attitudes towards the new ml!thod on the part of the potential 
customers. To some extent, also, this change has affected buying habits 
as to quality, quantity, frequency of purchase, and types of cuts de· 
sired. 
To determine the trends in this new type meat merchandising, 
the investigators selected six St. Louis stores; three of them indepen-
dent and three of them members of chains. In them, during the week 
of January 29 to February 3, 1951, interviewers questioned 1385 per· 
sons who had purchased one or more fresh meat self-service items. 
Of the 1385 respondents, 48% preferred purchasing self-service 
fresh meat. 36% still preferred butcher service, and 14% said they 
had no preference. 
Speed in shopping was the reason given most often for the pref-
erence of those who favored the new system. Some liked. the oppor-
tunity to examine the meat carefully, and others liked the convenience 
of the package sizes. Among those who preferred the older method. 
45% felt they could get the cut of meat they wanted more satisfac· 
torily from their butcher, 20% liked the personal service rendered, 
and 14% felt the meat he sold was fresher. 
While no particular relationship existed between the amount of 
money spent for meat and the type of merchandising util ized, a slightly 
greater proportion of those who spent more than $25 a week for meat 
preferred butcher service. Household size appeared not to affect choice 
of merchandising methods. Among the group interviewed, 15% of the 
homemakers (Single, married and widowed women ) were employed 
outside their homes. They preferred self-service. There seemed to be 
little or no difference in preference from the standpoint of the educa-
tionallevel reached by the homemaker. 
The survey revealed that there was little, if any, change in the 
amount of meat purchased under the newer plan, and the majority of 
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those interviewed felt that the quality of the meat offered for sale was 
about the same as that offered by butcher service. 
It was found that most purchasers preferred steaks cut from one-
half inch to an inch in thickness; that steaks, pork chops and cutlets 
were generally bought by the serving instead of by weight; and that 
roasts, ground meat, stew meat, lamb and ham were bought by the 
pound. Four servings of chOps were the most common purchase, and 
most customers bought roasts averaging three pounds. Few of those 
interviewed stored meats for more than a day or two, and 91% used 
mechanical refrigerators. 
Factors influencing meat selection included attractiveness of pack-
age, the amount of product in the display case, and the opportunity 
to make selections in a wide variety of products. The total price of 
the package rather than the price per pound had more influence on 
53% of those interviewed. Apparently many customers do not under-
stand fresh meat grades. Some think the government inspection label 
is a grade label. The butcher's recommendation was more important 
to those who preferred that type of service than was the slore's brand 
to those who preferred self-service. With both types of service the 
characteristics considered most important in meat selection were ( 1) 
the relative amount of fat and lean , (2) the attractive appearance, (3) 
the color of the lean, and (4) the price. 
Purchases of meat increased during the week reaching a peak on 
Friday when nearly half of those interviewed purchased meat. Cus-
tomers traveled up to 25 miles to trade at the stores where they were 
interviewed, although 58% lived within a block or two of a store that 
sold fresh meat. About half bought their groceries, fruits and vege-
tables at the store where they were interviewed. Of the shoppers, 83% 
were homemakers (single, married, and widowed women) , and 14% 
were husbands. Husbands showed a slight preference for butcher type 
service. Most shoppers had decided upon the kind of meat and the 
amount they expected to buy before they entered the store, but about 
one out of four bought more than planned. 
Cheese, eggs and fish were most frequently substituted for meats, 
but more than 80% of those interviewed said that their family bud-
get permitted the purchase of all the meat desired. 
PREFERENCES FOR SElF-SERVICE MEAT 
AMONG HOUSEHOLD CONSUMERS 
IN METROPOLITAN ST. LOUIS 
J'RIEDA A. SLOOP, ELMER R. KIEHL 
and O. E. BRADY 
INTRODUCTION 
One·hundred percent self-service meats - those packaged in ad· 
vance of sale and selected by shoppers from open displays - now are 
available from approximately 5,400 independent and cbain stOrts in 
this country. Housewives in Missouri can shop at 75 or more self-service 
stores in various parts of the state. Five years ago, there were only 78 
such stores in the nation, and only one in Missouri. 
The number of self·service independent stores has not increased 
as rapidly as those operated by chains. The chains now operate 77% 
of the total, as compared to 45% five years ago. 
The self-service system of merchandising provides a display of pre-
packaged fresh meats and meat products in an open-type, refrigerated 
display case from which the customer can make her selection without 
assistance from the store personnel. The individual cuts of meat are 
wrapped and displayed in a transparent film, and are available in var-
ious weights or numbers of servings. 
Self-service was used to a limited extent as early as 1930. Searching 
for efficiency in operation, the meat departments adopted from grocery 
departments some of the self-service ideas that then had been in use 
for a number of years and whicb had revolutionized retail grocery 
merchandising. However, where the grocers could line their shelves 
with canned and packaged goods from which therr customers could 
choose with little risk of loss from spoilage or deterioration, the meat 
retailers were faced with especially difficult problems in packaging, 
lighting and refrige!ation and in educating the public to a new system 
of meat merchandising. 
An early but unsuccessful experience with pre·packaged meats was 
that of the Hudson Bay Company in 1923. The meat was wrapped in 
cellophane and sold by clerks. Five years later, T. R. Donaldson of 
Brooklyn introduced selling self-service meats to stores too small to 
have full meat departments, but this experiment also failed. It was 
not until about 1940 that successful pre-packaging of meat for custo-
mer selection was attained and it was not until after World War II 
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that the development of this latest phase of meat merchandising really 
found its place. 
The growth of self·service meat merchandising has been modest 
and especially so in the Midwest. This has been attributed to various 
factors; low level of consumers acceptance, shortage of packing mater· 
ial and equipment, problems of personnel adjustments incidental to 
the change-over, and the large capital outlay involved. 
PURPOSE, SCOPE, AND i\IETHODS OF THIS STUDY 
The purpose of this study was to obtain information concerning the 
attitudes of consumers toward self·service meats and the reasons for 
this preference. 
In addition, the investigators sought to determine customer pref. 
erences as to different sizes of packages. various cuts, purchasing prac· 
tices, and factors involved in making a choice. Other related factors 
were educational level, age and employment of homemakers, size of 
families, amount spent for food , and the occupation of the head of the 
household. 
The study was limited to six stores in the St. Louis area, three of 
them independent and three members of chains. In each case self· 
service meat merchandising was a new venture. Preliminary observa· 
tion indicated that many consumers were not even aware of this method 
of buying meat. Therefore, in order to obtain information concerning 
their preferences it was necessary to seek the opinion of those who had 
purchased both self·service meats and butcher service meats. 
Complete self·service for fresh meats was first available in metro-
politan St. Louis in December 1949. This study was conducted from 
January 29 to February 3, 1951, when a total of 11 stores were selling 
pre-packaged meats. Major consideration was given to securing data 
from stores serving patrons representing different socio-~onomic lev-
els. This was largely determined by the type of neighborhood in which 
the store was located. Store management cooperation also was a factor 
in the selection. 
All of these stores had begun selling pre-packaged meats in 1950, 
the earliest in March and the latest in December. The experiente of 
patrons questioned early in 1951 was, therefore, not extensive. 
A total of 1385 patrons were interviewed just after they had pur-
chased a pre-packaged fresh meat item in one of the selected stores. 
Interviewers were stationed near the meat display during regular 
store hours. Since the number of patrons going through the store var-
ied throughout the day, the interviewers probably obtained information 
from a greater number of patrons who shopped during the slack per-
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lod, which varied in the different stores. No attempt was made to ob-
tain a proportionate sample of those who purchased meats in any 
given period. 
During the week in which the interviews were conducted, the St. 
Louis area had cold and snowy weather, and the streets and roads were 
icy. This may have resulted in a different pattern of customers and 
slack perIods than under more normal conditions. 
RESULTS OF FINDINGS 
. Preferences Concerning !\Ierehanrusing Methods 
The information sought from the purchasers of pre·packaged meats 
included (1) preference for one type of ret.ail meat service over the 
other, (2) relation of meat purchasing choices to characteristics of 
the household, (3) customer opinions and attitudes toward pre-pack· 
aged meat, (4 ) whether or not the pre-packaged type of meat merchan· 
dising met the needs of the customer as to thickness, type of cut, size 
and weight, (5) the amount purchased at one time and the length of 
time customers kept meat in storage in home freeze rs and refrigera-
tors, (6) factors which influenced customer selection of meats, (7) in· 
fluence of price, grade, and label, and (8) meat characteristics visible 
in the display case. 
It is recognized that satisfying the customer is essential for success 
in any type of merchandising. The retailing of meat is no exception. 
When changes from established practice are made, such as the 'change, 
over from butcher service to self-service, the customer may outwardly 
adapt himself to the new technique but may accept the innovation with 
inward reservations. The first question, therefore, was to determine 
whether or not the customers really preferred self-service to the more 
personal service formerly received from their butcher. 
Of the 1385 persons interviewed in the S1. Louis area during the 
period mentioned, 48.6% said they preferred to purchase fresh meat 
from the self-service case, while 36.7% still preferred butcher type ser-
vice, and 14.7% had no preference (Table 1 ). 
Opportunity to shop more quickly and to examine the meat care-
fully and the convenience of package size were listed most frequently 
as reasons for preferring the self-service method. In fact, 70% believed 
they saved time, 35% shopped by the new plan because they could 
examine the meat, and 31% liked the convenient package sizes. An-
other 26% felt that a larger selection of items was available in the self· 
service markets. Others, in smaller numbers, mentioned better sanita-
tion in the pre-packaged markets and "no Wking with the butcher" as 
reasons for preferring the newer method. The respondents seldom 
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made a distinction between the two methods as to the freshness or the 
quality of the meat (Table 2), 
TABLE 1 -. Preference for Pre-packaged Ser.tu as Compared to 
Butcher Type of Service 
M ethod of Merchandising 
Prefer pre- packaged ser vice 
Prefer butcller ser vice. 
No preference ...•• 
Total • . . • . . _ • 
Number 01 respondents. 
• 
. . . . 
. . . . 
All 
Respondents 
• 48.6 
36.' 
14.1 
100.0 
1,385 
TABLE 2 -- Reasons tor Buylnl Self-Service Meat 
Preler 
Can shop quicker . .. .. . 
Can examine the mut. . . . 38.8 
Convellient size of packagu 36.6 
Luger selection of Items. 211.8 
More sanltlry . . . . . . . . 18.0 
Weight and price are given. 16.6 
No t:>J.kJ.ni with butcher . . . 8.9 
Meat Is fresher. . . . . . . 9. ' 
Meat has a higher quality. • 7.4 
Only kind sold In this stor e. 
Less bone .. . 
Other r ea.sons ....... . 
• Percentages add to more than 100 becausc many r upondents pve more 
th'lJl one reason. 
Among those who felt they still preferred butcher service, 45% 
felt they could get the cut of meat wanted more easily from their 
butcher, 20 % liked the personal service he gave them, and 14% 
thought the meat sold in this manner was fresher than the pre·pack· 
aged item. Quality of meats, more accurate weights, lack of information 
on the pre·packaged item, were other reasons given by those who pre· 
ferred butcher service .(Table 3). 
Factors Associated with Preference for ftlerchandlslng ~letbods 
One of the purposes of the interview was to determine whether 
preference for one or the other method of merchandising was asso-
ciated with certain characteristics of the household. There was little 
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Butcher No 
Reasons GIven Service Prd~rence Total ' 
• • • Get cut of meat wanted 38.7 62.6 45.5 
Personal service of butcher 17 .3 27.6 20.2 
Meal Is fresher . . . . . 14 .5 U.6 14.0 
quality of meat is better . . 9.' 
••• ••• Wei,,",t more accurate .... '.9 .. , ••  Lack of information on package. ,., , .• ... 
Store conveniently located LO ... ... 
Can get quanUty dulred. U ••• ... Can enmlne meal. 
••• ••• • •• More sanitary .. __ .., 
••• Other . . . . . . , .. .. , 3.' 
Number of respondents . ,CO .oo 
'" • Percent2ge adds to more than 100 because many respondents p.ve more 
than one r Nson_ 
TABLE 4 .. Oollan Spent for Food Each Week by all Respondents. 
OoUan 
Lesl than 10. 
10-14. 
15-19. 
20-H. 
25-29. 
30 - 34. 
35 -39. 
40 - 49. 
50 and over 
Not given 
Total . 
9 
indication that either the amount of money spent for fooj or the per-
centage of that amount spent for meat had any significant relationship 
to the preferences expressed for meat merchandising methods. How-
ever, a slightly greater proportion of those interviewed who spent more 
than $25 weekly for food preferred butcher service and those who 
spent less preferred pre-packaged service (Tables 4 and 5). 
The size of the household did not appear to be associated with 
preference for either method of merch"andfslhg. The number of per· 
sons in the households in the sample ranged from 1 to 10, the average 
being 3.3. This is the same as the average size housebold reported for 
the 81. Louis metropolitan area by the Bureau of the Census in 1950 
(Tables 6 and 7). 
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TABLE 5 . - Percentage 01 Weekly Food E:'tpendl ture Paid lor Meal 
According to Prefer ences In Melbo<i of Merchandising. 
29 or less 
30 -34 . 
35·39. 
40- 44 .. 
45 - 49 .. 
SO-54 . . 
55 ilJ\d ov .. r . 
Not ,h· .. n. 
Total .. 
NumMr i n 
>. . 
'- . , . 
.. . 
, . . 
6 ..• 
7 - 10 
Total. 
Number of 
>. 
'-
3. 
.. 
, . 
Total. 
82.7 
1.0 
'.1 
Classifl .. d AcCording 10 
79.6 
.. , 
, .. 
An 
'" 
81.1 
•. < 
'.3 
Occupation listed by the family wage earner apparently had no 
relationship to the type of meat merchandising favored by the custo-
mer. Only 15% of the homemakers questioned (including single, mar-
ried and widowed women) were employed outside their homes; yet 
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TABLE 8 - - Household5 Cla55~"~"~d~!!¥~~ to Occupation of Head of 
of 
UnskHled, seml-skJUed 
and skilled. . . . .. 26.2 
Clerical and 'sale5. . .. 22.4 
professional occupation. 16.2 
Management and oUiclal. 13.8 
Service occupation. . .. 8.9 
Retired or not employed. 5.8 
Homemaker 3.3 
Other .. 
Total ... .... . 
Home maker ........ . 
Clerical and sales ..... . 
Professional occupation .. . 
Unskilled, semi-skilled and 
5killed .... .... . . 
Service occupation .... . 
Other ... . .. .. .. .. 
No women In these households 
Not given. 
Total . . . ... . .... . 
,., 
3.' 
,., 
U 
., 
. 4 
25.2 
19.6 
17.9 
15 .1 
U 
5.9 
4.5 
6.3 
L6 
,., 
U 
L5 
• Includes wives. WlOOW5 and single WOmen. 
22.2 
17.2 
20.7 
18.2 
9.' 5.' ,., 
• 85.7 
H 
L5 
L5 
L5 
L' 
•  
• 
4U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
L3 
.4 
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among this group a preference for pre-packaged meats was indicated 
(Tables 8 and 9). 
'The educational level attained by the women apparently did not 
affect preferences for either method. Of the group interviewed, 21 % 
had attended grammar school, 43 % high school, and 33% college. 
Women under 30 years .of age appeared to prefer pre·packaged meat 
service, but those between 30 and 40 years old seemed to have no pref· 
erence. Women older than that tended to prefer the butcher type of 
service. 
Attitudes Toward Self-Service J\Ieat 
A series of questions designed to secure information on customers' 
attitudes toward self·service meat was formulated. It should be pointed 
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out that those interviewed did not necessarily approve of self-service 
meat merchandising, even though they purchased their food in this 
type of market. They may have had inaccurate information about self-
service meats, and their purchase of meats through this type of market 
might have been due to other factors , such as convenience of location 
or speedier service. 
Nearly 85% of the 673 respondents queried on this phase stated 
that they purchased no more meat for their families through self-
service than when using the butcher service. Ten percent said they 
were using more meat. This apparent increase could have been caused 
by factors other than the change in method of merchandising. About 
3% of those queried reported smaller meat purchases, and a few said 
they did not know whether they were buying more or less meat under 
the self-service system (Table lO ). 
Customers considered that from the standpoint of the amount of 
fat, bone, and condition of the meat the prepackaged meat was equal 
if not slightly superior to the butcher service method. Half of them said 
TABLE 10 -- Repliu Olven by Respondents who Preferred Pre-paekaged 
MUI Ser vice to the Question ·Slnce You Have Been Suying P re-packaged 
Meal Has Your Family Seen Eating More, Less, or About the Same 
Amount?" 
About the same 
More .. . 
Less .. . 
Not given 
Total . 
TABLE II -- R~" ,~~" Mnl Ser vice 
pacbged Meal 
Same .. . 
Less .. . 
More .. . 
Not given. 
T Olal. 
. . 
• 
• 
'ho,~P~.,.,,;~erred Pre-pacbged 
;: of Sone In Pu-
. the Same Kind of 
• 
• 
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TABLE 12 -- Replies GIven by Respondents who Preferred Pre-packaged 
Me:o.t 10 the Question -How Does the AmOllnt of Fat In Pre-packaged Meat 
Compare With the Amount of Fat In the Same Kind of Meat Bought From a 
Same ••• 
Less ..• 
More •.• 
Not given . 
Total . 
Replies 
Number of respondents 
Butcher'" 
• • 
• 
R esponden" 
Who Prefer 
Prep!ck Ser vice 
• 53.0 
37.0 
2.5 ,.. 
100.0 
'" 
13 
that there was about the same amount of fat with either type of mer-
chandising. In more specific terms, 35% felt there was less bone in 
the self·service package than in the meat bought from the butcher, 
and 37% thought the amount of fat was less in the pre-packaged meats 
(Tables 11 and 12 ) . 
TABLE 13 -- RepUes Clven by Respondents who Preferred Pre-packaged 
Meat Serv ice to the Question, "Have Yo" Felt That the 'iuallty (and 
Condition) of the P re-pack&ged Meat You Buy Is Bettu, ~me or Worse 
Thall Mea t Bought at a Butcher Service Counter?" 
Responden" 
Who Prefe r 
Repllu Prepack Service 
Same. 
Better 
Worse 
NOC given. 
Total . 
Number of r espondents 
• 63.1 
33.0 
, .• 
n 
100.0 
'" 
TABLE 14 -- Thlekne$!! of Sleak Desi r ed by Respondents. 
AU 
Replies Respondents 
• 1/2 inch 
· • • 
28.9 
3/4 Inch 
· 
25.8 
1 Inch 
· 
• • 
27.2 
1 - 1/4 inches 
• • • • • • 5.0 
1 - 1/2 Inches • • S., 
I - 3/4 inches 
• • • • • • 2.2 
Not given 
• • • • • • 
Tota l . . . • • • 
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Similarly, 63% of the group felt that the quality and condition of 
the meat was about the same, regardless of the type of service and 
33% considered the quality to be better in the pre-packaged markets, 
with only a few dissenting (Table 13). 
Customer's Reaction to Self-Service IHeats with 
Reference to Thlckness, Number of Portions in Package, and 
Other Factors 
One of the complaints from customers of self·service meat markets 
is that there is not an adequate selection in the various cuts of the de-
sired thicknesses; others had fo und it difficult to purchase a package 
that gave the desired number of servings for their particular families. 
In order to obtain information on this point, customers were asked 
how thick they preferred their steaks cut and the reasons for this pref. 
erence. It was found that steaks cut one half inch in thickness were 
most desired, and that very few wished them thicker than one inch 
Cr able 14). 
The chief reasons given for the preferred thickness was that it was 
best suited to the method of preparation used by the person inter-
TABLE 15 -- Reasons Why ReSpOndents Like Steab Cut a Given Thickness. 
Thlckness in Inches 
Rel!l1es Given 1/2 
'I' 1 1 IL4 11/2 I 3/4 
Method of P~eP<'r:;o.t!on 
SuilS Way P repared '.0 '.0 ... ... ,., ,., 
Use Dry Heat Cooking (brOil, Iry) 8.8 I 5.1 20.5 21.7 20.5 8.' 
Use Moist Heat Cooking (Swiss) 0.' 0.' 
Total 11.8 20.4 27.1 26.1 26.0 9.1 
Degree of DoneneSS 
Prefer it Rare 0.8 I., 7.7 10.2 23.3 29.0 
Prefer it Medium 0.' 0.8 , .1 
Prefer It Well Done 14 .0 ,., 1.8 2.' 
Total 15 .0 11.2 11.4 13 .I 23.3 29.0 
Palatability 
Better Flavor ,., 8.' 13.0 15.9 13.7 12.9 
Mo~e lutey .. , 13 .4 15.9 15.9 IS.4 '.7 
Mo~e Tende~ '.7 .. , 2.' 2.' ' .7 '.7 
Total 13.3 26.0 31.3 34.1 32.8 32.3 
Other Reasons 
Cooks quickly 13.0 6.7 ' 2.9 I.. 1.4 
Thick as Can be Affnrded 12.3 '.6 , . 2.' 2.7 
individual Preference 6.' 10.1 ,., 11.5 8 .' IS.1 
Other 1.1 2.' 3.1 , .1 1.' 
Not Given 21.2 17.1 14.9 7.' ' .1 12.9 
Grand Total 1(10.0 100 .0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.(1 
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viewed. The method of preparation also was clearly governed by the 
individual preference for the degree of doneness and it in tum was re-
lated to various palatability factors such as flavor, tenderness and 
juiciness of the steak when ready for the table. Those who liked their 
steaks well done preferred a thinner steak. Those who preferred the 
one-hal£ inch steak thought it had a better fl.avor, was more juicy, and 
generally more tender than thicker steaks. Others mentioned that a 
half-inch steak cooked more quickly while others said it was as thick 
a steak as they could afford. Respondents who favored the thicker 
steaks gave varied reasons, but most of them centered around palat-
ability. Most preferred a steak at least one-half inch thick, but not 
thicker than one inch. Table 15 indicates the varying preferences of 
those interviewed. 
Another problem in sel£-service meat is the size of the cut, or the 
number of units in a package. This is especially a problem in the case 
of such cuts as pork chops, cutlets, minute steaks, and other items 
which are sold on a portion basis, though priced by weight. A customer 
having a family of five could, for instance, ask the butcher for five 
pork chops of uniform thickness, and thus serve one to each member 
of the family. If she shopped at a self-service meat counter, she might 
not find them packaged in the correct size units and perhaps not too 
uniform in size or appearance. Since customers have certain habit 
patterns, a portion of the interview was devoted to an attempt to deter· 
mine which cuts of meat consumers bought according to weight, and 
which they purchased according to servings or portions. 
Large cuts of meat, such as roast, are customarily bought according 
to weight . Portion·size pieces most frequently bought by the number 
of servings were pork chops, steak and cutlets. Roast and ground 
meats were purchased principally by weight. It should be pointed out 
in the case of steak that round steak can be conveniently purchased 
by the pound for any size portion but this is not true of club and T-
bone steak. 
Of the 929 respondents who commonly purchased pork chops, 23 % 
said they purchased four servings at a time. The range in the number 
of chops desired was from one to nine. The number desired in the 
pre-packaged units varied from two to six. 
Roasts were purchased by 822 of those interviewed. Of this number, 
39% said they bought about three pounds at a time, but roasts of two 
and four pounds also were frequently mentioned. Fewer than 13% 
purchased roast weighing five pounds or more. 
Of the 523 persons who bought steak, 61 % stated they bought 
steaks by number of servings, while the others said they bought steaks 
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TABLE 16 -- Dls tributiQn of Respondents Who Mentioned Cuts Purebu ed by the 
Number of Servings or the Number of Pounds. 
ndents wIlD Sou t Cuts Listed 
Number 01 Ground No. 01 Pork 
Servin Routs " ... Meat Pounds Ch, Roasts % % % % % % 
1 0.1 11.1 0.7 1 2.' 3.2 
2 0.2 15 .5 2.2 2 l.l 19.0 
• ••• LO 3 LO 39.2 
• 0.2 11.8 LO • 0.' 20.1 , 11.1 0. ' S.8 0.' , 9.1 
• 12.8 0.1 S.' 0.2 • 2.' 7 2.7 0.9 7 0.' 
9 '.2 LO 0.' 8 0.' 
• 2.8 0.1 0.8 1.2 • 0.' Not Given ,. 0.' ' .0 1.9 NotGlvenO.S 3.' 
To'" 98 .2 1.' 61.4 '.2 ToW , .. 98.5 
TABLE 17 -- Place of Meat Storage. 
$ 
Mecllan\cal refr igerator 92.4 
Home freezer . . 13.4 
Ice refrigerator. 1.5 
[.oeker plant .4 
Not pven. . . . . t:: 
• 89.0 
14 .5 
2.' 
LO 
According 
15.8 
•• 
Steak 
% 
21.4 
••• 
••• 1.5 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
2.9 
38 .6 
All 
14 .2 
1.8 
•• 
Ground 
Meat 
% 
".2 
21.8 
... 
L8 
0.' 
0.2 
.. 
90.7 
• Percentages add to more than 100 beeause some respondents mentioned 
more tllan one re:uon. 
by weight. Those who bought steak accorJ ing to the number of servings 
usually purchased from one to four at a time, and 21% of the respon· 
dents bought steak one pound at a time. 
Of the 413 who said they bought ground meat, 91 % said they 
bought it by weight, and 56% said they usually bought one pound at a 
time. Of the 194 persons interviewed, about half said they bought all 
of their meat by the pound and about half bought only by servings. 
Those who bought by servin~s usually purchased two to four at a time. 
Ham, stew, lamb, spare ribs, variety meats and pork butts were usually 
bought by the pound (Table 16). 
Since the number of servings desired at one time by most of the 
customers is nearly the same as the number of persons in the house· 
hold (Table 6), the data suggest that the families did not store much 
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meat. This is further substantiated by the fact that only 205 respon-
dents - 14% of the group - used frozen storage facilities of any kind 
for meat. As to the type of storage, 91 % held their meat in mechanical 
refrigerators, 1% held their meat in an ice refrigerator, and 14% 
stored their meat in a home freezer (Table 17). 
or those stor ing meat in home freezers and locker plants, 73 % 
bought their meat at retail, 12% at wholesale, and 10% bought their 
meat already frozen (Table 18) . 
TASLE 18 -- Sources of Mea t Stored In Home Free~ers and Locker Plants. 
Sour ces ot Meal 
8ou&ht al relail . .. .. 
Bought It wl"lolesale .. 
Bought al r eady frozen. 
Bought trom a farmer. 
Ra ised I t •••.•••. 
Other ..... . .. . 
Number of r espondents 
• 
. . . 
Households Having 
FrozI!1I Me.u 
• 73.2 
12.7 
10.2 
7.8 
3.9 
... 
'" 
FACTORS INFLUENCING l'IEAT SELECTION 
What new problems are involved in the purchase of the pre-pack. 
aged fresh meat items? In the first place, the merchandising experience 
of both the retailer and the customer is limited. The merchant is faced 
with the problem of presenting his product attractively, cutting it to 
the proper size and shape, and labelling it so that the customer can 
identify the meat desired without further questioning. The customer 
has generally only a very limited knowledge of meat quality and must 
depend on the store's reputation and the "way the meat looks" as a 
guide in making a purchase. 
Formerly, the butcher 's advice was frequently sought, and general· 
TABLE 19 -- Replies Given by Respondents who Preferred Pre-packaged 
Meat Service to the Quest ion, ~When You Look at Pre -packaged Meat , Do 
You Want to see An, ParI , None, or No Paference?" 
Respondents Who 
Replies Preter Prepuk Service 
All . . . 
Part .. 
No prefe r ence. 
Non •• • . 
NOlg\ven .. . 
Total ... . 
· . . . . . 
· . . . . . 
· . . 
• 
· . 
• 
• 70' 
22.4 
'.9 
.3 
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Iy followed. In the modern self·service market, there is no friendly 
butcher to explain the various cuts and answer the questions of the 
customer. While it is true that in most self·service stores one may se· 
cure the services of an attendant by a signal buzzer or other devices, 
most customers are seldom willing to seek such assistance. Thus, it is 
necessary for the customer to place greater reliance upon her own judg· 
ment as to which package of meat will be most satisfactory for her 
table. Of those who preferred pre· packaged meat 97 % said they 
examined more than one package of meat before deciding upon their 
purchase (Table 19 ). Moreover, 70% of the customers interviewed 
wanted to be able to see aU of the meat in the package, while an ad· 
ditional22% wanted to see at least a portion of it (Table 20 ). 
TABLE 20 -- Replies Given by Respondents ",,110 Preferred Pre-paclu.&ed 
Meat Servlee to the Questlon, "00 Yo ... Prefer to Buy When the Display 
Co ... nter haa a Large Supply of Mfat In Lt or a Small SuppLy?" 
Responden:. Who 
ReplLes Prefer Prepack Service 
Large s ... pply 
Small sl,lpply 
Not IPven .•. 
Total .•• 
Number of respondents 
• 
• 85.3 
,., 
9.' IOG.O 
The interviews revealed that customers preferred to select their 
meats from a display case well filled with meat. Only 15% expressed 
little or no concern as to the amount available from which to make 
a selection ('fable 21 ) . 
Customers concerned themselves with quality, quantity, and price, 
as they inspected the various packages. The interviewers did not probe 
the respondents as to what was meant by the term "quality." Such 
expressions as "liked to compare quality," "to get the best quality," 
and "to determine which price is best," were the usual statements. 
The concept o{ quantity was clearly expressed by those interviewed, 
some of them saying they were "looking for a certain amount," others 
remarking that they were "looking {or the right size," and still others 
said the meat packages were " too small for my family" or that they 
were "trying to find a package that suits my family's needs." 
Questions regarding costs were answered succinctly. Such answers 
as "having to watch the budget," "want to get to see the price range," 
were typical. 
Other replies as to why respondents looked at more than one 
package of meat centered about specific characteristics of the meat 
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TABLE 21 -- Rea$On .. why Responden" ... 1\0 Prefer red P re-paek:a,ed Meat 
Service EXllmin.-d More Tun One Paekq:. In Ihe Display C"IJe. 
Respondents Who 
Rea$Ons Given G"ve Their Reuon" 
To get best quality •.••.. . .. 
TO find the desired quantity . . .. 
PrlCIl' . . • . . • • • . • . . . . . 
Considering meat characteristics. 
Lean meat (6.4'1:) 
Fat content (2.",) 
Fr ll'shneu (2.otf.) 
Bone contll'nl (l.2'J,) 
Color ( .6'J.) 
Thickness of piece ( .3%) 
Get what I want . . 
Appearance .... 
To ,lI't eut desi red . 
Othu reasons. • • 
No reason ..... 
Number of rll'SpOndenUi 
.. . 
. . • 
.. 
• 28 .5 
20.1 
15.3 
13.1 
5.5 
• •• 3.2 
3.' 
5.' 
'" 
TABLE 22 - - RII'plies ot Respondll'nts who Pr efe rred Pre-pack.aged Melt 
Service to thll' Question, • Are You Mor ll' lnlluenced by Price per Pound or 
Price per pacuu ... hll'n BuylR.Jl' Pre-J?!ckaled Meat?' 
Replies 
Total price of paeka, •• 
'Prlee per pound . 
Both . .. 
NOI pven. 
Total. . . .• 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
RII'spondents Who 
Prefer Pr ll'paclr. Service 
• 53.0 
41.0 
5.' 
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itself. Some mentioned they wanted lean meat. Others mentioned the 
fa t content, apparent freshness, amount of bone, .the color of the meat, 
and the thickness of the piece. Others stated they preferred to "shop 
around" "to get what I want". Just what each respondent meant by 
the statement was not clear, but a few eXplained that sometimes they 
were not sure what they wanted, so they looked uJ;ltil some item at-
tracted their fancy. About 5% were in this category. Another possible 
reason for their indeeision was that they had not decided upon a spe· 
cific cut or kind of meat before coming to the store. 
Only 4% of the respondents said appearance was the reason for 
looking at more than one package in the display case. !\.lost of them 
replied that the package they selected "looked better than the others," 
(or some similar remark). In other words, apparently the customers 
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were making comparisons within a complex composition of their own 
desires, experiences and values, about which they did not or could not 
adequately express themselves. 
"Securing the cut desired" was the reason some respondents gave 
for looking at more than one package. Variety of cuts available played 
some part in inducing wider comparisons, but there were not enough 
replies of some types to classify under a single heading. Some habit-
ually shopped by looking at all the meat in a display counter before 
selecting the package they preferred. Others said, "just like to see what 
is available," or "to meet requirements for special diets" (Table 21). 
TABLE 23 -- Replies of Respondents who Preferred Pre-packloged Meat to 
the Question. ~Does il Make any Difference to You. If Price per Pound is 
nol Given?' 
Replies 
Yes .. . 
No .. . 
Not given. 
Total . 
Number 01 
• 
Respondents Who Preferred 
Pre_packloged Mea.t 
• 53.2 
33.2 
Influence of Price per Pound or Package on Choice 
Most persons interviewed said the total price of the package was 
the greatest factor in choice, but 53% said they were influenced by the 
price per pound (Tables 22 and 23). Those more concerned about 
the total package cost also wanted to know the price per pound (Table 
24 ). Reasons given by those who wanted the price per pound stated 
clearly on the package were rather general and ambiguous. " I just 
TABLE 24 -- Reasons why Respondents DeSired Havtng the Price per 
Pound Given on the Paclcag:e. 
Replies 
l ust like to know price per pound. 
Know whal she Is gettlng .... . 
Price comparison ........ . 
Qu.allty In proportion to money spent. 
Weight comparison ........ . 
Alrald of being cheated ...... . 
Wish to know which cuts cost more. 
Other . . 
Not given ....... . 
Total. ... ... . 
Nu.mber of respondents 
. . • 
• · . 
· . 
· . 
Respondents Who 
Desired Price Per 
Pound on Packloge 
• 25.1 
19.6 
18.1 
'.0 
'.0 3.' 
2.0 
U 
20.4 
100.0 
". 
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want to know," said 25%. Apparently these persons could not define 
their use of the price per pourul. as a factor . Another 15% said "then 
I know what I'm getting." Apparently this was the respondent's way of 
saying that the price per pound was her common denominator for 
such factors as quality and weight in helping her to make up her mind 
as to the ultimate choice. Somewhat vaguely, 18% replied "price com· 
parison." Others more specific in their response used price per pound 
as a basis for (1 ) comparing quality in proportion to the money spent, 
(2 ) comparing of weights, and a means of keeping within their bud· 
gets limitations, (3) checking on the accuracy of the total price, and 
(4) comparing cost per pound (Table 24 ). 
One in each three customers said they believed pricing by the 
pound was unimportant, and were concerned only about the total cost. 
Some bought according to the quantity in the package, and a few said 
they paid no attention to the price or cost of their meat (Table 25 ). 
TABLE 25 -- Reuon. why RU)IOndents Said "TCMal Price Only· on 
Pacbge wu SWf;cient. 
Replies 
Only 10Iai COSI Is Im)lOrtanl. 
Buy. by slu or wel&:hl of packaie 
Pays no attention 10 pr ice or COSI. 
Price comparison ... .. .. .. . 
Weight given so can Ugure price per pound. 
Other ... 
NOI riven 
Total. . . . . . . . . 
ReS)IOndenta Who 
Wanted Only TOlal 
Price on Package 
• 25.0 
• •• 0.' 
3.' 
3.' 
U 
Grades and Labels Affecting Purchasers' Choices 
Although some stores post the grade of meat handled in the store, 
it is probable that few consumers actually have any appreciable knowl· 
edge about graded meat. Little fresh meat at the retaillevel'carries the 
government grade designation. This vagueness or lack of information 
on grades probably accounts for the low rate of response when shop-
pers were 'asked what grades and labels they considered when buying 
fresh meat (Table 26). Since 28% indicated their choices were base!:! 
on government grades, it appears that grade is a factor in meat selec· 
tion. It Is likely that some of the consumers thought the government 
inspection label on the meat was a grade designation, for it was men· 
tioned by 20% of those interviewed. The packer's brand or label, and 
the butchers' recommendation were each mentioned by 11 % of the 
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TABLE 26 • • Grades and Labels C onsidered by Respondents When Buying 
Fresh Meat. 
Government grade .... . 
Store label or brand . . . . 
Packer label or bund . • . 
Butcher's recommendation 
Use my Own Judgment . 
AU grades and labels 
Not gi" enf ••.• .. . . . 
, 
27 .6 
24.1 
13.1 
••• 
C lassl!ied According 
, 
• 29.1 
)6.1 
, .. 
17.1 
11.2 
., 
• 24.1 
18.2 
10 .8 
15.3 
12 .3 
LO 
AU 
20,3 
11.4 
11.2 
10.7 
., 
• Percentages add to more than 100 because many respondents mentioned 
mOre than one grade or-label. 
f The large percentage of " not given~ was due to the appa rent Il12bi lily of 
many respondents to express themselves in terms of gr ades and labels 
or brands. 
respondents. The butcher's recommendation was more important to 
respondents who preferred that type of meat merchandising or who 
had no preference (Table 26). 
Characteristics Considered in "'Ieat Selection 
Importance of the amount of fat in proportion to lean was stressed 
by 74% of the customers interviewed. Next in order were {2} attrac· 
tiveness, (3) color of the lean meat, (4 ) and price. Regardless of the 
TABLE 27 -- Factors ConSidered by Respondents In Choosing Meat. 
Amount ot ta.t and lean. 
Attractive appearance. 
Color ot lean .. 
Price 
· · · 
Amount of bone 
Color of fat 
· 
Grade 
· 
· . 
· 
Color ot bone 
· 
14.4 9.S 
Reputation of store 12.6 13.2 H.S 13. 1 
Brand · . · . · . . 9.S U ,.. 9.0 
Reputation of buteher 3.0 13 .7 S.' U 
Name of cut . . '-' , . LO ... 
Fresilness . . · . 3.' 3.' 2.0 3.' Quantity In package . ' .0 2.2 '.0 3.3 
Texture 
· 
. . . L8 3.3 L5 2.3 
Number of respondents 
'" 
.09 203 IlSS 
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preference between the two meat merchandising methods, these four 
factors held the same relative importance. This is shown by the fact 
that 55% chose meat on the basis of its attractive appearance, 43% 
mentioned the importance of the color of the lean meat, 31 % were con-
cerned with price, and 29% mentioned the amount of bone. Other 
factors frequently mentioned were color of the fat, grade of the meat, 
COlor of the bone, and the reputation of the store (Table 27 ). Shoppers 
frequently mentioned more than one factor. 
PURCHASING PRACTICES 
A portion of the study was devoted to an attempt to determine 
what outside influences might have a bearing upon the purchase of 
meats in a pre-packaged service. Were the customers coming to the 
store because of ( I ) convenience, (2) a new innovation, or (3 ) cus-
tom? Had the customers decided before entering the store what kind 
or cut of fresh meat, or the amount, they planned to purchase? Did 
they purchase other Items in place of meat if their budget did not per-
mit them to buy all the meat they wanted? 
Days Preferred by Consumen: 
The interviewers found that meat buying increases gradually 
throughout the week unlil a peak is reached on Friday. They found that 
48% of the respondents purchased meat on Friday, 32% on Saturday, 
and 21% on Thursday. Only 12% said their meat purchases were made 
without any particular pattern of regularity as to the day of the week 
(Table 28 ) . 
TABLE 28 _. Oay, or tile Week When Meat I. U.ully P~rchated . 
Suncby .••.•..•••• 
Monday .••••.••••. 
Tue5day ... 
Wednesday .. 
T hur$d.ay .•.•..••.• 
Friday • ••.•.•••.. 
Saturday ..... 
Every two wuks. 
Every day .... 
Anytime ..••• 
Every other day . 
Not "ven •••• 
18.2 
54.2 
26.1 
,., 
3.0 
'" .,
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Distance Traveled to the Store 
Some customers lived as far away as 25 or more miles from the 
store at which they purchased fresh pre-packaged meats. Others lived 
only one or two blocks from the store. The distance patrons lived from 
the nearest store that sold meat ranged from less than two blocks to 
20 miles. A total of 58% of the respondents lived within two blocks 
or less of a store that ~old fresh meat (Table 30), but only 17% re-
ported that they lived two blocks or less from the store where the in-
terview took place (Table 29). Fifty-nine percent said pre-packaged 
fresh meat was not available at the store nearest them handling fresh 
meat ('rable 31 ). 
TABLE 29 -- Distance 1385 Respondents Lived From Store Where 
Interview Took Place. 
Number All Number All 
or Block.s Respondents of Miles Respondents 
• • 2 Or less. 17.3 2 or less 28.1 
3 . '-' 3 . 5.' 4. 
· · 
, .. 4. 
· 
... 
5 • 
· · · 
4.' 5. 
· · · '-' , . 
· · 
4.4 6. 
· · 
L5 
7 - 9 . 5.' 7 - 9. 
· 
... 
10 - 14 . 4.4 10 - 14 
· 
. 
· 
2 •• 
15 - 19. .9 15 - 19 
· 
. 
· •• 20-24 . ., 20 - 24 
· · 
.4 
25 and over .2 25 and over. .5 
Not given. 
Total. . 
TABLE 30 __ Distances 1385 Respondents Lived From Nearest Stor ~ That 
SOld Meat. 
Number AU Number AU 
of Blocks Res2!!ndeots 01 Miles R~S2!!ndents 
• • 2orless. 58.9 2 or less 12.4 
"- 11.0 3. ., 
4-
· . 
5.0 4. • . .2 
5 • • • 
· 
2.5 5. . . .4 
6 . . . 2.4 6. 
· . 
.2 
7 - 9 . 
· 
L2 7 - 9. 
10 - 14 . ., 10 - 14 .2 
15 - 19 . 15 - 19 •• 
20-24 . •• 20 - 24 Not given 3.9 
Total . ijl.1i lijjj 
Number of res2!!ndents 1385 
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TABLE 31 -- Replies 01 Respondents to the QuesUon Asking Whether or 
Not Pre-packaged Fresh Meat Was Sold at the Store Nearest Them Which 
Retailed Meat. 
No . 
Yes. 
Replies 
Don't kno ..... 
Notglven •.. 
Total ..•• 
Number of respolldents 
. . . . . . 
• 
Place or Purchase 
Respondents 
• 59.1 
31.6 
'.0 
6.' ioo.o 
1385 
" 
Nearly half - 48 % - of those interviewed purchased aU their meat 
at the store where the interview took place; 51%, all their fruits and 
vegetables; and 52 % all other grocery items (Table 32). 
Who Does the Shopping? 
In the area selected, 83% were homemakers, and 14% were hus· 
bands Crable 33). The number of husbands might be high because of 
the inclement weather during the survey. On the other hand, the term 
"homemakers" included single women and widows. Husbands showed 
a slight preference for butcher service (Table 34). 
When Do Purchasers Decide What To Buy? 
and How Much Is Bought? 
Sixty·one per cent of the respondents said they had decided upon 
the kind of meat they intended to buy before they came to the store 
that day (Table 35). 
While a major portion of those interviewed had already made up 
their minds as to the type of meat they had intended to buy, a large 
number of them - 46% - had not decided on the quantity. The others 
said they bought as they had planned. While 25% bought more than 
th~y had planned before entering the store, only a few bought less 
(Table 36). Why the customers bought more or less than previously 
planned was not easy to determine (Table 37). Those who bought more 
explained their purchase by saying "it looked so good," "attractively 
packaged" or "it had eye appeal." Of the respondents, 12% said they 
bought more than planned because they saw something they liked 
or because they saw what they considered a bargain, 10% said they 
wanted a good supply on hand, and 8% said they were planning to store 
the meat for future use. Several persons said they had a deep freeze 
or freezing compartment in their refrigerator, and one woman said 
she planned to "put this up". A few shoppers bought more because 
they could not get the size package originally desired or because they 
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TABLE 32 •• Relative Amo..nt& 01 Commodities Purchased In 
Where interviews Took Place. 
All •• 
Most. 
SOme. 
None. 
Not given. 
Number of 
All .. 
Most. 
Some. 
None. 
Not given. 
Number of 
'" 
'09 ,,3 1385 
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realized they had not planned for enough or had unexpected company, 
Among those who did not buy as much as they had planned, the 
chief reason seemed to be that "they did not see what they wanted." 
Next in order of importance was "lack of money" and "could not get 
the size package desired." Other reasons included such remarks as 
"changed my mind," " lack of time," and "forgot the list." Still other 
answers were given (Table 38). 
Foods Used IDstead of Meat 
Cheese, eggs and fish were most frequently used as substitutes fo r 
meat by those whose budgets did not permit them to buy all the meat 
they wanted. Cereals and vegetables were also mentioned (Table 39). 
Substitutes for meat did not appear to be related to merchandising 
preferences. More than 80% of those interviewed said they were able 
to buy all the meat their family wanted and stay within the family 
budget (Table 40 ). 
TABLE 33 -- Replies to QUfstlon, ~Wh.o Usually O<Jes the Grocery and 
Meat Sh.opping in Your Family?" 
Respondents Who 
Replies Prefer P repack Service 
Homemaker 
Husband • 
Other .. 
NO! given .. 
Total .• 
!'<umber of respondents 
• 
• 
. . 
. . 
• 83.3 
14.2 
2.' 
.. 
(1)0.0 
1385 
TABLE 34 -- All Respondents ClassIfied AccordIng to Their Relatlonshlp 
to Head of Household Their Preference on Meat 
Relati(mship Pre-p.a.ckage Butcher No 
to Household ServIce Service Prefe rence Total 
" • • • Homemaker 78 .8 15 .4 18.8 17.5 
Husband • 11.1 21.0 19.2 19.1 
Oaughter. ... U L5 • 1.1 
SM . . L3 L' .5 L2 
Others .• .. .. .. 
Not given .2 •• TOla l . 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Number of r esp:mdents 
'" 
509 203 1385 
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TABLE 35 -- Replies of Respondents to the Question , "Had You Decided 
What Kind of Meat You Were Going to Buy Before You Entered This 
Stofe Today?" 
Replies 
Yes .. 
No •• 
Not given. 
Total. 
Number 
Prefer 
Pr epack 
Service 
• 60.8 
38.5 
Prefer 
Butcher No 
'" Service Preference Respondents 
• • • 60.5 65.0 61.3 
38.7 34.S 36.0 
TABLE 36 - - Replies of Respondents to the Question, "Did You Buy More 
or Less Meat Than You Planned?" 
Prefer Prefer 
______ ~'""''_ ________ ~~~~--'-B~utcher N!O,.", __ ~~,-
Same amount 
More • • •• 
Less .... 
Old not plan 
Not given. 
Total .. 
TABLE 37 - -
Appearance .••••••• 
Saw something she liked .• 
Saw a bargain ...... . 
Like a good supply on hand 
Decided to store some ... 
Weather bad ....•... 
Thought of additional needs 
Couldn't get size wanted. 
Une1<peet ed company 
Other .. 
Not given. 
Total. 
Bought More Meat Than They Had 
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TABLE 38 •• Reasons why Respondents Bousht Less Meat Thllfl They Had 
. Planned. 
Respondents Who Bought Less Meat 
Than Had Planned Clll5stfled 
"1 
"""-' 
• • Did not sO!<!! what was w;l.nted 30.0 29.4 
NOt enouSh money •..•. 16.7 14 .7 
Could not set slu paekage 
desired .•.••..• 10.0 17.6 5.6 12.2 
Had meat On hand •.•• '-' ••• 5.6 4.9 Avoiding left overs . . . ••  0.1 4.9 Riding bus today $0 ean' t 
carry It home '-' ••• All I needed 6.' 
Other . . 6. ' 11 .8 11. 1 
NOI flven. 
Total. 
TABLE 39 •. Foods Used In Place of Meal--Lllled by Respondenlt who 
Sialed Their Food BudlelS Did Not Permi t Them to Buy All the Meat Their 
Families Wanted. 
Foods Used In 
ChHse. 
Ens .. 
FIIlil .. 
Cereals 
Vegetables. 
Soups and salads 
Stew and casserole 
Chicken 
Milk . . . . . . . . 
Came . .... . . 
• 47.6 
40.5 
34.1 
13.5 
.., 
'-' 
6.' 
'.2 
1.6 
,",umbe r of respondents 126 
Classified According 
46.1 n .9 43.2 
38.2 44 .9 n.9 
20.2 16.3 16.3 
11.2 18.4 11.4 
, .• 6.' 6.1 
2.' 6 .1 .. , 
6.' '.1 3.6 
1.1 1.1 
1.1 2.0 .6 
.. .. "6 
29 
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T ABLE 40 · · Replies to the.Q" ""~''''. , 
Yea ••• . 
No • • • . 
Not (iven. 
Toul . 
Number of respondents 50' 20' 
Permit 
'" 
""" 
1385 
